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ABSTRACT
The thesis that follows provides a history of symphony orchestras in America,
and examines innovation opportunities and strategies that could be employed to attract
a younger audience and return the institution to the heyday it once enjoyed. Drawing
largely on the Blue Ocean strategy, I attempt to create a landscape wherein American
symphony orchestras enjoy an environment with no competitors, instead residing in a
blue ocean of uncontested market space. This topic was derived from my genuine
interest in hearing orchestras play on, without the imminent threat of bankruptcy and a
declining customer base.
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CHAPTER 1
THE AMERICAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Figure 1. The Symphony of 1000

Source: Leopold Stokowski: Making Music Matter (Hassen, 2011)
“A symphony must be like the world. It must contain everything.”
Gustav Mahler
Purpose of Capstone/Thesis
The year was 1916 and the crowd at the Academy of Music exploded in
thunderous applause (Figure 1). Amid the augmented orchestra of 110 musicians, two
400 person choruses, a 150-member children’s chorus, eight soloists and $14,000 of
enhancements to allow for stage modifications to accommodate such a large ensemble,
Leopold Stokowski had just conducted the first ever US performance of Mahler’s 8th
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Symphony, The Symphony of 1000, a piece he considered "one of the greatest
compositions of the twentieth century" (Hassen).
“The event earned Stokowski, the Orchestra and Philadelphia national attention
on a grand scale, and brought the thirty-three-year-old conductor to the forefront of his
profession" (Hassen). This monumental event helped to establish the distinguished
reputation that the Philadelphia Orchestra would enjoy for years to come. Now fast
forward 100 years. Since the Philadelphia Orchestra's shocking application for Chapter
11 Bankruptcy protection in April of 2011, commentators, bloggers and musicians have
all shared opinions on the uncertain future of symphony orchestras across
America. Faltering ticket sales, lower donations and the aging and decline of the
symphony’s oldest and most loyal supporters have proven detrimental to the future of
the Philadelphia Orchestra and other famous symphonies around the world. Many fulltime orchestral positions have been frozen or done away with all together, creating a
practice of hiring temporary musicians to fill in—a cost saving measure from a business
standpoint but a hardened reality for highly trained musicians who are now out of work.
This is not to mention the effect to musical integrity when bringing in "newbies" to play
with the company for the first time during a big performance. In the case of
Philadelphia, what exactly happened in the storied history of this famed, nationally
acclaimed orchestra, and how did they land in bankruptcy court? On a larger scale,
what is the current state of the American symphony orchestra, and can an innovation
strategy preserve the future of this institution?
The blue ocean strategy, coined by Kim and Mauborgne in a book of the same
name, looks at the idea of recreating a company by moving to a "blue ocean" or
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uncontested marketplace without competitors. Rather than further inundate an
overcrowded marketplace or "red ocean," one should move beyond their current model
and redefine the business in a way that draws their existing customer base into a new
and exciting product offering, leveling off all previous competition (Kim & Mauborgne,
Blue Ocean Strategy: Creating an Uncontested Marketplace). The authors liken this
strategy to the reinvention of the circus, aka Cirque du Soleil, which has been met with
highly acclaimed success. The model focuses on four specific principles by which to
frame a company's future:

1.

How to create uncontested market space by reconstructing market boundaries

2.

Focusing on the big picture

3.

Reaching beyond existing demand

4.

Getting the strategic sequence right.

The blue ocean strategy is an interesting possibility in attempting to reframe the
current business model of failing orchestras across America. In the course of this paper
I will demonstrate how the principles discussed by Kim and Mauborgne can be applied.
I will suggest ways in which innovation can be incorporated at all levels of an orchestra
to increase viability in an overcrowded marketplace and amid tepid interest in our
younger generation. Lastly, I will envision a place where the orchestra plays a more
prominent role, the role it has been intended to play since its inception in the late 19th
century. First, let’s explore the history of this proverbial art form.
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A Brief History
A symphony orchestra is defined as “a large orchestra of string, wind and
percussion sections for playing symphonic works” (Guralnik 759). There are often at
least 100 musicians or more, and it can sometimes be called a “philharmonic” as well.
A small orchestra, consisting of 50 or fewer musicians, is known as a “chamber
orchestra” (Orchestra). The written history of the symphony orchestra dates back to the
11th century when small groups of musicians began to play instruments that had
different tones and octaves, (Orchestra), however the use of organized groups of music
dates back thousands of years, as displayed in Figure 2. Music, as has been in
existence since the dawn of man, is the quintessential art form with a very storied past.
Beginning in the 16th century, composers began writing music for the different types of
instrumental groups. A composer of special mention was the Italian, Claudio
Monteverdi, who wrote music with exact instruments and formations in mind for his
1607 opera, Orfeo. “Monteverdi’s ‘Renaissance Orchestra’ was already starting to look
like what we think of as an orchestra: instruments organized into sections; lots of bowed
strings; lots of variety” (A Short History of the Symphony Orchestra).
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Figure 2. Image of an Assyrian Orchestra (7th Century BC)
Source: Wikipedia‐ Assyrian Orchestra
An illustration from the Encyclopaedia Biblica, a 1903 publication. Image of an Assyrian Orchestra, from a
slab in the British Museum, dating from the reign of Ashur‐bani‐pal. There are 7 portable harps, a dulcimer,
two double reedpipes (Aulos), and a drum (all played by men). The woman clasping her throat is singing in a
particularly high voice; in the 19th century, women in the Near‐East clasped their throat like that in order to
be able to produce a high tremolo.

Later in the 17th Century, also known as the Baroque period, the orchestra
developed further with the first form of a conductor taking place. Musical leadership
came from the pianist or the keyboardist and the string section became an integral part
of the musical experience (A Short History of the Symphony Orchestra). It wasn’t until
the 18th century that composers began to write for the instrument, rather than writing a
piece and then finding instruments to compensate. Ludwig van Beethoven and August
Eberhard Müller were among the more well-known conductors, and conductors in
general were exemplifying more creative arrangements and uses of instruments (A
Short History of the Symphony Orchestra). “The first violinist, or concertmaster, led the
orchestra's performance from his chair, but sometimes, a music director would lead part
of a performance with gestures, using a rolled-up piece of white paper that was easy for
the musicians to see” (A Short History of the Symphony Orchestra). From this, the
baton as we know today was created.
It was during this time that composers such as Johann Sebastian Bach and
Handel were enjoying exponential success. They would travel from town to town to
perform their symphonies, and both had the ability to woo the best of the best musicians
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away from competing performances (Orchestra). “As nobility began to build retreats
away from towns, they began to hire musicians to form permanent ensembles”
(Orchestra). Composers now had a permanent group of musicians for which to write
music, which led to a more creative and impressive symphony. Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, a traveling virtuoso performer at this time, benefited from the fixed orchestras
as he now had talented musicians in the various towns he arrived in to perform with.
“The aristocratic orchestras worked together over long periods, making it possible for
ensemble playing to improve with practice” (Orchestra).
Now that the appetite and appreciation for classical music had been realized, the
18th and 19th centuries saw the dawn of scheduled concerts and the birth of many
organized symphonies that are still in existence today (Table 1).

Table 1: Orchestras by Date of Founding
Date Orchestra

Current Venue

1781
1808
1813

Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra
Frankfurt Museumsgesellschaft concerts
Royal Philharmonic Society, London

1815

Handel and Haydn Society, Boston

1828
1842

Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire, Paris
(now orchestra de Paris)
New York Philharmonic

(Third) Gewandhaus (1981)
Alte Opera (Old Opera House: 1880)
Funds projects but no longer occupies a
concern venue
Symphony Hall (1900) and other historical
Boston venues
Salle Pleyel (1927); scheduled to occupy
Philharmonie de Paris (2014)
Avery Fisher Hall, Lincoln Center (1962)

1880

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra

Powell Hall (1925)

1881

Boston Symphony Orchestra

Symphony Hall (1900)

1882

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

Berliner Philharmonic (1963)

1882

St. Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra

1888

Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam

Great Hall (Bolshoi Zal) of the Philharmonic
Society (1839)
Concertgebouw (1888)
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1891

Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Orchestra Hall (1904)

1900

Philadelphia Orchestra

Verizon Hall, Kimmel Center (2001)

1904

London Symphony Orchestra

Barbican Centre, London (1982)

1911

San Francisco Symphony

Louise M. Davies Symphony Hall (1980)

1919

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra

Walk Disney Concert Hall (2003)

1926

NHK Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo

NHK Hall (1972)

1930

BBC Symphony Orchestra

Barbican Centre, London(1982)

1936

Mann Auditorium (1957), Tel Aviv

1937

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra (originally
Palestine Orchestra)
NBC Symphony Orchestra (disbanded 1954)

1959

Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields

1987

New World Symphony

1999

West-Eastern Divan

2009

YouTube Symphony Orchestra

NBC Studio, Rockefeller Center, New York
(1933)
Church of St. Martin, Trafalgar Square,
London (1724)
Sun Trust Pavilion, New World Center, Miami
Beach (2011)
Touring venues: based in Seville, Spain

Carnegie Hall(2009), Sydney Opera House
(2011)
Source: The Orchestra A Very Short Introduction (Holoman, 2012)

According to Holoman, the 1880s and 90s were to the symphony orchestra “a
time of ongoing opportunity, unquenchable demand, and inexhaustible wealth” (13).
Composers of this time were creating some of the most impressive works of all time,
including Mahler’s first four symphonies and Brahms’ third and fourth. Traveling concert
tours became extremely important to highbrow society. As highlighted in Table 1, cities
all around the world began to invest in concert venues and permanent ensembles. Of
special note was the establishment of the Philadelphia Orchestra in 1900 and the
Symphony Hall in Boston (Holoman 13). This period of great orchestral development
and success culminated in 1930 in what was coined, “the great symphonic boom”
(Holoman 13), a period that lasted for the next 50 years.
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Is it possible that American orchestras were bigger than baseball during this
time? In an interesting essay by Virgil Thomson, he studied the entertainment
expenditures of Americans and found that we were spending 5 million more on
attending the orchestra than on baseball tickets, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Breakdown in Entertainment
Spending - 1953
Orchestral Concerts

$45,000,000

Baseball Games

$40,000,000

Horse/Dog Racing

$38,000,000

Professional Football

$9,000,000

Source: The Orchestra A Very Short Introduction (Holoman, 2012)

The “boom” was felt across the world as well. The orchestra became a beacon that
things had returned to normal after World War II. “Orchestras based on European
models had sprung up long before in colonial capitals from North Africa to Shanghai and
Hong Kong; the 1950s saw healthy symphony orchestras emerge all across Asia”
(Holoman 17). According to Holoman, “the thirst for orchestral music in the Asian
markets of the 1970s and ‘80s was all but unquenchable” (Holoman 17). Unfortunately,
the next 20 years saw a reversal of the effects of the symphonic boom. A very different
reality emerged, and the fate of the symphony orchestra was now in question.
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Changing Landscape
In general, the late 20th century and early 21st has given witness to a lack of
funding and support for orchestras nationwide. “The size and cost of a symphony
orchestra, compared to the size of the base of supporters, became an issue that struck
at the core of the institution” (Recent Trends in the United States). The financial portfolio
of the typical donor has seen changes due to the state of the US economy, thus less
money to donate to the arts. Government aid, while not typically a huge financial factor
for orchestras, has steadily declined as well. The somewhat archaic system of
subscription ticket holders appeals less and less to a more modern audience who has a
hard time committing to a season of orchestral music with so many competing
entertainment opportunities. Lastly, the changes in the music industry have made
access to music so easy that the pomp and circumstance of going out for a night at the
orchestra has diminished as sales of digital music have steadily increased over the past
nine years (Recent Trends in the United States). Several US orchestras have ceased to
exist including Northwest Chamber Orchestra in 2006, followed in 2011 by the closures
of the Honolulu Orchestra, New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, The Festival of
Orchestras in Orlando and Syracuse Symphony. In December of 2010 the Louisville
Orchestra filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, followed by the Philadelphia Orchestra in
2011.
In December of 1986 the Wheatland Foundation hosted a conference in
Jerusalem titled, The Evolution of the Symphony Orchestra: History, Problems and
Agendas. Participants included managing directors, conductors, composers and
musicians from the most prestigious orchestras around the world. The purpose of the
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conference, as discussed by chairman Isaac Stern in his opening statement, was to “try
to find answers to the various problems of this organism known as a symphony
orchestra, so that useful efforts can be made to sustain its powers, to buttress its
strength, to make it more effective wherever it may operate” (Stern, 3). The conference,
though 19 years ago, was progressive for its time, considering these questions are still
very relevant today. The participants shared personal insights as to why the symphony
was facing imminent threats to its viability and livelihood, including an aging donor base,
changes to audience demographics and education and technological additions to the
music industry (Stern). An especially profound statement was raised by conductor
Pierre Boulez: “The future of orchestras lies here, in greater flexibility of events and the
creation of environments that induce people to listen to music. […] We are in a time of
evolution and must follow this evolution in music – that’s all” (Stern 10).
According to the American Arts Alliance, in 1981-82, 13 of 30 major orchestras
reported financial deficits (Beene 1). Four years later, that number increased to 21
(Table 3).
Table 3. Failing Orchestras from 1981-1986
1981‐82
1985‐86

13 of 30 major orchestras
posted deficits
21 of 30 major orchestras
posted deficits

1/3 of regional orchestras
posted deficits
2/3 of regional orchestras
posted deficits

Source: Autopsy of an Orchestra (Beene, 1988)
In the famed case of the Oakland Symphony Orchestra’s untimely demise in 1986,
several reasons contributed to the filing of bankruptcy including faltering ticket sales,
competition with the San Francisco Orchestra, mismanagement of endowment, unclear
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mission, weak board involvement and unrealistic program planning from the musical
director, to name a few.
David Beem, outspoken author, cellist and blogger who regularly comments on
the state of the orchestra quips, “Meet the 21st Century American Orchestra: Sweeping
labor cuts, lockouts, strikes, and a management culture with declining human values”
(Beem, Spokane). Beem traces the plight of the Spokane Symphony Orchestra in the
2013-14 season. After enjoying a vibrant year with increased ticket sales and an
endowment worth more than 50% of its operating budget, the orchestra introduced a
13.5% pay cut and restricted its members from playing with nearby orchestras, citing
the “economic downturn” as the driving factor (Beem, Spokane). This was a move,
according to Beem, that further highlights the poor management decisions made by
orchestral boards and the declining rights of America’s most highly trained musicians.
As evidenced above, the American symphony orchestra has enjoyed a famed
and colorful past; however the future is not so bright. Once outselling baseball as a
national pastime, the more recent change in appetite has left several ensembles
struggling to survive. As our nation continues to change and evolve, the institution as a
whole must face difficult questions about its future. Peter Heyworth phrased it well
when he said, “A new flexibility, a new responsiveness to new developments, is needed
at a moment when the orchestra is a prisoner of tradition” (Stern 7). During the same
statement he also quipped, “What is not growing is dying” (Stern 7).
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CHAPTER 2
WHY THE BLUE OCEAN?
Making a Case for the Blue Ocean Strategy
Most Americans can remember going to the circus for the first time. I myself
recall my first live viewing of the Ringling Bros and Barnum & Bailey circus at the
Philadelphia Spectrum and all of the glory that came along with seeing the show in
person as a small child. As evidenced with the orchestra, the circus is also
experiencing much transformation and strife, including the recent announcement that
circuses would no longer use live elephants in their acts beginning in 2018 (Neuman).
With a shrinking audience, children content to stay home and play video games rather
than see a traveling circus, the protests of animal rights groups and the unwillingness of
parents to continue to spend big dollars on tickets, the circus no longer enjoys the
heyday it once did. In 1984, based on a series of street performances, Cirque de Soleil
burst on the scene, appealing to a completely different audience and creating an
uncontested market space for their product. “Adults and corporate clients prepared to
pay a price several times as great as traditional circuses for an unprecedented
entertainment experience” (Kim & Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy: Creating an
Uncontested Marketplace 4).
According to Kim & Mauborgne, Cirque du Soleil thrived because it made the
competition irrelevant, and instead created a new, uncontested marketplace (Blue
Ocean Strategy: Creating an Uncontested Marketplace 4). The authors use the
visionary technique of imagining a red ocean to be an overcrowded space full of
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competition, to which I would liken the restaurant industry. How many times have we
seen a new small restaurant open, only to be closed a year or two later and then
reopened by a different owner who thinks they can change the outcome? Did the
establishment do anything to set themselves apart, or are they relying on the appeal of
an overcrowded industry? A blue ocean is defined as “untapped market space, demand
creation, and the opportunity for highly profitable growth” (Kim & Mauborgne, Blue
Ocean Strategy: Creating an Uncontested Marketplace 4), to which I would compare the
highly popular Eataly franchise found worldwide. Rather than merely offering an eat-in
dining experience, they expanded their offerings to include authentic Italian food
products, cooking classes, fine dining opportunities, an eat-in café and take out as well
as a well-articulated mission statement with a high importance placed on customer
service, as seen in Appendix A. (Manifesto). Eataly is in a blue ocean in and of itself,
while the small corner restaurant is threatened with an overcrowded red ocean on a
daily basis.
The authors also consider the Ford Model T as one of the biggest blue ocean
innovations of all time. Prior to the Model T, the use of the automobile was known as a
highbrow privilege and a form of leisure for the rich, instead of the critical transportation
piece that we view it as today. Buyer Utility (Kim & Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy:
Creating an Uncontested Marketplace 124) was not being considered, as highly
specialized, difficult to maintain, non-practical vehicles were coming off of the assembly
line. Then in 1908, Henry Ford introduced the Model T to America, and the industry
was changed forever. The car was inexpensive, easy to maintain and durable, which
meant it could be used on both dirt roads and non-paved surfaces of the times. “Sales
of the Model T exploded. Ford’s market share surged nine percent in 1908 to 61
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percent in 1921, and by 1923, a majority of American households owned an automobile”
(Kim & Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy: Creating an Uncontested Market Place 194).
The Model T is a clear example of innovation that creates a new market where one did
not exist prior to the innovation. Table 4 describes key blue ocean creations across
three different industries, as noted by Kim and Mauborgne in a Harvard Business
Review article.
In a recent Pennsylvania Gazette article, Philadelphia Zoo CEO Vikram Dewan
points to the blue ocean strategy as a trigger in the zoo’s path to redefine itself as an
establishment that offers something different and unique:
The board was looking for a different approach.

It was apparent that its

model wasn’t sustainable—it needed a long-term financial strategy. There
was a book out around the time, one of those management-guru titles,
called Blue Ocean Strategy. Basically, it suggested that the organization
that opts to do things differently than expected can do really well (Greco).
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Table 4. A Snapshot of Blue Ocean Creation

Source: "Blue Ocean Strategy." Harvard Business Review (2004).
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With Dewan’s vision, and the help of the blue ocean strategy, the Philadelphia
Zoo went on to create year-round, engaging, family-friendly programming, increased
community outreach and a highly impressive mesh-covered enclosure that provides
animals the opportunity to walk the zoo grounds above the heads of visitors, who can
watch from a safe distance in awe. In the process, they added value to the zoo
experience by innovating while using the existing footprint.
The good news is that some orchestras have attempted to innovate and rethink
the outdated sales model of subscription sales, an attempt to woo buyers who are then
obligated to attend four or more shows throughout the season. The bad news is that
they are being forced to do so, and the solutions are largely small-scale thinking when
compared to the magnitude of the situation. According to Deborah Borda, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic’s president and chief executive officer, the steady decline of
concertgoers who buy their tickets through subscriptions is a challenge facing
ensembles everywhere (Tommasini). With regards to the New York Philharmonic, 20
years ago 83% of ticket sales were through subscription purchases. Twelve years ago
it was down to 70%, and in 2013 even lower at 54%. According to Borda, one of the
most innovative arts administrators in the business, “everyone has been operating
under the assumption that in 10 years subscriptions will essentially be gone”
(Tommasini). As a result, the ensemble is forced to rethink its program offerings.
Ideas and implementations have ranged from shortening the program during
evenings, lengthening it on the weekends or offering concerts at different times of the
day, according to Matthew VanBesien, president and chief executive officer for the New
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York Philharmonic (Tommasini). He believes that orchestras must reimagine how the
music is “delivered” (Tomassini), especially given that New York plans to renovate its
home venue, Avery Fisher Hall, in 2019. Purists believe that this will be the demise of
the ensemble, while VanBesien contents that it will be a force for positive impact. “It
will require the orchestra to plan concerts for other stages, not just the obvious ones like
Carnegie Hall and Alice Tully Hall, but the Park Avenue Armory, the Brooklyn Academy
of Music and smaller spaces all over the city” (Tomassini).
So why employ the blue ocean strategy for the fledging symphony orchestras? I
believe that there have been no extreme innovations to date that have changed the
course of the institution. Purists contend that the beloved art form must remain the
same in order to stay relevant, and when solutions have been offered, they are not
innovative enough to stand up to the test of time. In an interview with Jeffrey Kallberg,
Associate Dean for Arts & Letters at the University of Pennsylvania, he states, “What
really needs saving is the pure music experience” (Kallberg). He cited labor relations
and the lack of transparency in management decisions as major drivers for the current
state of the orchestras. While he recognizes that ticket sales do not equal operating
expenses for large ensembles such as the Philadelphia Orchestra, he theorizes that the
future could be brighter with more youth education and community outreach. When
asked specifically about innovation strategies for the orchestra he says, “You have to be
careful about dumbing it down too much.”
Writers, bloggers and commentators have long expressed the imminent need for
American orchestras to recreate their business plan. In a Forbes piece, Ted Gavin
states, “So the problems facing symphony orchestras are nothing new – in fact, the very
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same problems (donor issues, cost of operations, audience retention and development)
go back farther than 1969. So why isn’t anyone doing anything new to address them?”
To make matters worse, many orchestras have employed small, short-term solutions to
attempt to solve the problem, rather than turning to a full-scale innovation strategy. The
Philadelphia Orchestra launched “Live Note Nights” in January, which is a series of
earlier, shorter concerts that include an interactive mobile app that correlates to the
music. The Cleveland Orchestra is appealing to fans under the age of 18 by offering
free or discounted tickets on a regular basis and increasing its outreach in lower-income
neighborhoods.

While these ideas are interesting and not without merit, they are not

blue ocean thinking and I fear they provide a band-aid solution to a much larger
problem. In a study funded by the League of American Orchestras, the authors state,
“Orchestras and their stakeholders must recognize that risk-taking of innovation is
necessary if orchestras are to continue to offer exciting musical experiences that are
vital to American life” (Tepavac).
While I don’t disagree that the orchestral experience is beautiful and impressive
as is, research indicates that there is a fear in the classical music world around
venturing too far into innovative thinking. Blue ocean, in its essence, is a series of
frameworks and tools to reshape the marketing strategy and business plan for an
organization. I respect the orchestra and all that a performance has to offer, but I fear
that an entire generation is lost to the music, and the time for reinvention is upon us.
Criticisms of Blue Ocean Strategy
Looking across time, one can find many examples of innovation at play in various
industries. Before discussing how these principles can be applied to the American
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symphony orchestra, let us first examine some criticisms. The authors find examples
throughout history that meet the criteria they have created: reconstructing market
boundaries, focusing on the big picture, reaching beyond existing demand and getting
the strategic sequences right. However, the criteria were determined in some cases
years after the innovation itself was created. In the case of the Model T Ford, there is
no case of Henry Ford sitting in his study claiming, “We need to create a blue ocean for
the automobile industry.” Henry Ford probably had a vision, and looking across trends
of the time, decided that the automobile could be improved to make it more marketable.
The positive outcome was still unknown and there was no blue ocean strategy around
which to formulate his thinking. The same can be said of most of the cases that the
authors point to as innovative solutions in an uncontested market place. While their
analytical framework is well-written and documented, the authors do not highlight a case
where the strategy was purposely employed with a successful outcome. The authors
are said to have effectively, “interpreted success through their lenses” (“Blue Ocean
Strategy”).
Additional criticism exists in that the management principles set forth by the
authors aren’t necessarily revolutionary ideas. Much of the framework considered by
Kim and Mauborgne has existed throughout time and is readily discussed by other
management theorists (“Blue Ocean Strategy”). While the idea of eliminating noncustomers and examining trends throughout time may not be brand new to the world of
business strategy, the authors do manage to create a comprehensive, well thought out
idea board for both the existing manager and the entrepreneur to incite creative
processes. If we used the argument that the details are non-original and therefore nonworthy of further discussion, than we could also make a case to eliminate all business
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strategy prophesizing for the rest of civilization. For the general idea behind such
works is that they force the reader to take on a new perspective when looking at the
same situation. It becomes “original” when the authors create their own slant and
reasoning behind the theory, putting a series of tools in one toolbox that may not have
existed in that same place before. And don’t we all tend to borrow intellect from those
before us in order to bolster our own creative strategies?
While no one theory is perfect in the case of stimulating business strategy and
organizational effectiveness, the blue ocean strategy provides the practitioner with
some interesting tools to build an uncontested market place while using valueinnovation and drawing from a once non-existent customer base. Let us now make a
case for why this strategy can be applied to the American symphony orchestra.
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CHAPTER 3
SURVEY RESULTS
As a frequent attendee of the Philadelphia Orchestra beginning in 2012, I have a
funny anecdote that I tell when people inquire as to the topic of this capstone. Upon my
first time attending an orchestral performance, I was a 34-year-old Philadelphia resident
with slightly above average means and income. Upon surveying the audience, I was
shocked at the age and wealth disparity between myself and other attendees. I turned
to my husband and said, “Are we the youngest people here?” to which he replied,
“Probably.” Then, “Are we the poorest people here?” to which he replied “Definitely.”
The performance was one I will never forget—we had the wonderful fortune of sitting
three rows from the stage, observing an orchestra of close to 75 musicians playing
together in perfect harmony. The thrills of watching the conductor gyrate back and
forth with such purpose and the ability of the musicians to start and stop with
overwhelming beauty and grace was unlike any other experience in the world. I was
instantly taken, but I was also quite alarmed. If my peers with similar age and income
were not in this audience, how would the institution continue to thrive? Based on
research and observations, I hypothesized the following:
Due to lack of outreach and exposure, most adults aged 20-40, of modest
income, are not interested in classical music or attending symphonic concerts.
There is a perception among this age group that the symphony is not very
interested in them either. Wealth is a distinguishing factor when assessing
people’s attitude and interest in the orchestra, which is long thought to be
entertainment limited to highbrow society. Innovation and an updated marketing
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strategy are needed to encourage younger, less affluent constituents to support
symphony orchestras.
Through interviews, social media auditing and reviewing the marketing practices of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, several patterns emerged. There was very little outreach
geared toward the non-typical orchestra goer, and this group was acquiescing by
essentially ignoring the orchestra. With these theories in place, I created a survey to
broadly assess people’s interest and level of engagement with orchestral performances
and tease out innovations that could increase the visibility of the orchestra and cultivate
non-customers. The online survey (Appendix B), which was distributed via social
media, word of mouth and personal outreach to friends and family, garnered 135
responses over the course of two weeks, with 108 respondents answering every
question (Appendix C). Due to a lack of random sampling and control groups, the
survey is not scientifically accurate and does contain a margin of error. However, I
would argue that the results are applicable on a larger scale and provide insights into
the attitudes and beliefs of non-orchestral performance attendees, as was my goal.
Further research is suggested with a larger sample to help broaden these findings.
As detailed in Table 5, the median age of responders is between 30-40, but
an overwhelming 64% of respondents are between the ages of 30-50. Median
income level is $100,000-$149,000 range, with 49.2% of responders who answered
this question earning over $100,000 annually.
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Table 5. Age and Income Levels
AGE Breakdown
Age Bracket

20-30

30-40 40-50 50-60 60+
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Number or Responders

Percentage of total responders (108) 21.2%

41

28

8

8

38%

26%

7.4%

7.4%

INCOME Breakdown
Income Level

< $20,000

$35,000‐
$49,999

$50,000 ‐
$79,999

$80,000 –
$99,000

$100,000‐
$149,999

$150,000‐
$199,999

> $200,000

5

6

14

12

16

26

13

13

4.76%

5.71%

13.33%

11.43%

15.24%

24.76%

12.38%

12.38%

Number of
Responders
Percentage of
total
responders
(105)

$20,000‐
$34,000

Based on both text fill-ins and numerical responses, the following themes emerged:


Price and familiarity with the orchestra being played are important factors
when people decided whether or not they will attend an orchestral
performance.



Several respondents mentioned the need for more historical context/
introduction to the music prior to a performance



There was a repeated theme that attendees would like to see additional
mediums integrated in a performance, i.e. light show, famous musicians
from other genres, more visuals.



The theme and quality of the performance are more important than the
ability to eat and drink during a performance



75.96% have attended an orchestral performance. 58.21% rarely or
never listen to classical music. Only 59.26% of respondents are likely or
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very likely to attend a free orchestral performance. 57.94% would be
unhappy or very unhappy if the Philadelphia Orchestra went bankrupt and
cancelled future performances. 92.05% believe it is important for children
to have an understanding and appreciation for classical music. 93.46%
believe the orchestra is an important institution and should be preserved
for future generations.

I was most confounded by the last bullet point, which is a summation of the
questions that accesses orchestra interest and thoughts of preservation. Over half of
our respondents do not listen to or are engaged with orchestral music, though close to
76% have attended a classical music concert. Only 57.94% would be unhappy or very
unhappy if the orchestra closed its doors, however 92.05% think children should have
an appreciation of classical music and 93.46% believe the orchestra should be
preserved. These findings imply that while people don’t want to be actively engaged in
the preservation or future of the orchestra, they like that it exists. Consequentially, the
American symphony orchestra certainly has its work cut out.
When segmenting responses based on different levels of income, results were
less slanted than expected. After separating the brackets into respondents who make
less than $100,000 annual income (53 total), and more than $100,000 (52 total) annual
income, the responses in Table 6 were calculated (based on percentages):
Table 6. Income Bracket Sorted Responses
< $100,000
annual income
13.2%

>$100,000
annual income
9.6%

Have attended a live orchestra

75.47%

75%

Are likely or very likely to attend
if offered free tickets

62.26%

59.61%

The symphony orchestra should
be preserved for future

88.67%

96.15%

Listen to classical music often or
all of the time

25
generations (agree or strongly
agree)
If the Philadelphia orchestra
closed would feel unhappy or
very unhappy
Does the symphony orchestra
experience need to be innovated
(probably yes or definitely yes

69.81%

42.30%

58.49%

80.76%

These results are somewhat surprising as they do not correlate with my original
hypothesis that wealth is a distinguishing factor in the engagement levels of
constituents. Emotionally triggered questions were answered mostly on par between
the two distributions of wealth, without much disparity. One of the biggest discrepancies
lies in that 69% of respondents in the lower-income bracket would be unhappy if the
Philadelphia orchestra closed, compared to 42% in the higher-income bracket.
Not many empirical themes emerged when using age as segmentation either.
There were 64 respondents in the 20-40 range, and 44 respondents in the 41-60+
range. Table 7 gives the breakdown to the same questions highlighted in Table 6.
Table 7. Age Bracket Sorted Responses
20-40

41- 60+

Listen to classical music often or
all of the time

15.62%

13.63%

Have attended a live orchestra

81.25%

68.18%

Are likely or very likely to attend
if offered free tickets

56.25%

59.09%

The symphony orchestra should
be preserved for future
generations (agree or strongly
agree)
If the Philadelphia orchestra
closed would feel unhappy or
very unhappy
Does the symphony orchestra
experience need to be innovated
(probably yes or definitely yes)

90.62%

95.45%

56.25%

59.09%

70.31%

70.45%
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Based on these statistics, there is not a huge divide between ages on several of
the emotionally triggered responses. Of note, there is a 13% difference between the
younger age bracket that have attended a live orchestra and the older age bracket.
This was an unexpected finding, as I had surmised that the older population would be
more likely to attend a performance. Overall, both age groups overwhelmingly agree
that innovation is needed at the Orchestra and that the symphonic experience should be
preserved.
In summary, this survey did serve to substantiate my original hypothesis that
innovation and community outreach is needed to help reach the non-customers
discussed in the blue ocean strategy. The orchestra is not reaching a large number of
constituents—almost half of respondents are not engaged with classical music nor
emotionally invested in the outcome of orchestras overall. As discussed, the changes
of attitudes and perception when it comes to income and age were not as slanted as
expected. In fact, 27% more of the lower-income bracket would be unhappy or very
unhappy if the Philadelphia orchestra went out of business, which was a surprising
outcome. However, 22% more of the higher-income bracket responders believe
innovation is needed at the orchestra. One could surmise that the higher-income
bracket respondents are more aware of the challenges facing orchestras today and
more prone to call for action. When delineating responses based on age, there is not
as much disparity as expected. Within a few percentage points, the groups tended to
reside on the same side for most responses highlighted. This is somewhat surprising
based on my original hypothesis, but could be due to the small sample size or the
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proportion of the age breakdown itself. Text responses were helpful when attempting to
tease out triggers that would encourage future attendance at the orchestra. I expected
more responders to be interested in a food and beverage experience but the responses
tended more toward the output of the event itself—symphony being performed, theme,
familiarity with the music, etc. Lastly, price is an important factor when people decide
whether or not to attend a performance or how to spend their entertainment allotment.
Discussion of survey responses will continue as we discuss the blue ocean strategy.

CHAPTER 4
TOOLS AND FRAMEWORK APPLIED

Strategy Canvas
As evidenced by Kim and Mauborgne, “a strategy canvas is both a diagnostic
and an action framework for building a compelling blue ocean strategy” (Blue Ocean
Strategy: How to Create Uncontested Market Space 25). The strategy canvas captures
both the current state of the industry you are examining and the factors that are used for
this industry to compete and invest. By creating a strategy canvas, one can begin to
draw out the parts of the industry that are yet to have been offered. From there, the
innovation process can begin. There are four relatively easy steps for charting a
strategy canvas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the competition
Identify the factors of competition
Evaluate the competition
Chart your competitive evaluation
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In Table 8, I create a strategy canvas for the Philadelphia Orchestra by
comparing it against other entertainment options. For competing factors I selected
reasons that people may select one option over another. Based on my canvas, the
Philadelphia Orchestra offers the least competitive advantage over other forms of
entertainment. Given the lack of theme, lack of multisensory experience, and overall
inflexibility when it comes to time, the orchestra had the lowest value curve on the list.
Price was a non-competing factor for all of these selections given the high price of
tickets across the board and the fact that discounts are often available in all of the forms
listed. If people perceive there to be value in the product, they will pay to attend. Live
entertainment, if done well, is not cheap and I am not of the opinion that the buyer
expects it to be. However, if the value perception is high, they are more willing to pay
top dollar. Home entertainment and sporting venues scored the highest on the value
curve, with concerts coming in third.
“To fundamentally shift the strategic canvas of an industry, you must begin to
shift strategic focus from competitors to alternatives, and from customers to
noncustomers of the industry”( Kim & Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy: Creating an
Uncontested Marketplace 28). For the purposes of my survey, I defined non-customers
as those who have never attended a live orchestral performance, 24% of all
respondents. (Though it would have been preferable to offer a follow-up question of
how often they attended to gain a better sense of the customer vs non-customer ratio,
for this report I am unable to report on that). Of the non-customers, 53% cited lower
price as a reason to encourage them to attend the orchestra in the future, while 42%
cited familiarity with the symphony being performed as a motivator. 73% cited money
as a defining factor in how they determine what to do for entertainment. And even
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though they have self reportedly never been to an orchestra, they score theme and
sound quality as the most important factors when attending a show. In summation,
price, sound quality and theme are important to non-customers.
Seventy-three percent of non-customers also believe that innovation is probably
needed to preserve the future of the symphony orchestra. Based on these findings and
that of the strategy canvas, there is justification for an updated marketing strategy that
highlights the value one gets from attending an orchestra performance, as well as a
general increase in the offering and flexibility of a symphonic experience. Put bluntly,
we must offer more for less in order to attract the non-customer, and then tell them that
we did it.

Or put a different way, the value is perceived as low, so high price is a

factor. Value perception must be shifted to create a new market.
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Table 8. Strategy Canvas for Philadelphia Orchestra

High Value

Low Value

The Four Actions Framework

The Four Actions Framework is an important analytical tool when drafting a blue
ocean strategy (Kim & Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy: Creating an Uncontested
Marketplace 29). It is based on the premise that all industries need to question their
strategic logic by examining four areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What factors can be eliminated?
What factors should be reduced well below the industry’s standard?
What factors should be raised well above the standard?
What should be created that the industry has never offered?
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The exercise of creating a Four Actions grid is helpful because it forces one to
fundamentally question what buyers value, what buyers seek that they don’t have, and
what can be eliminated because it is not offering a competitive edge. Table 9 offers a
Four Actions grid for the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Table 9. Four Actions Grid for Philadelphia Orchestra
Eliminate
-Expensive marketing to existing customers

Raise

-Age disparity among attendees
-The perception that the orchestra is not for
everyone

-Awareness, social media presence
-Marketing to non-customers
-Early education of classical music
-Community outreach
-Sense of pride in orchestra

Reduce
-Pricing structure

Create
-Theme

-Administrative costs
-Star performers?

-Multi-sensory experience
-More flexible experience

This stratifies concepts that I have previously discussed—the Orchestra can
benefit from utilizing the Four Actions Framework to create innovation within the current
model.
I have for some time questioned the expensive marketing pieces produced by the
Philadelphia Orchestra that I receive in the mail (Appendix D). They are typically large,
6” x 11” color, glossy advertisements for an upcoming performance or concert series.
My concern is that they lack edge, and while they may be of interest to a regular concert
attender, I doubt the ability to entice a newcomer based on the lack of context and
background provided in the ad. In an innovative article by Mike Schoultz, he provides
some great context around successful advertisement design and suggests techniques
such as grabbing your viewer’s attention, defining a value proposition for your
customers and influencing through emotion and persuasion. I recommend that
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symphony orchestras create an advertising campaign that focuses on telling a different
generation why the orchestra is relevant. Provide some sort of historical context and
give them an idea of the fantastical performance that awaits them, thus creating the
value proposition. Influence non-customers to attend by suggesting they are missing
out on the opportunity of a lifetime if they do not see a live orchestra. Show the value,
give some context, and perhaps the ticket prices will not be such an inhibitor.
A key marketing innovation is the launch of a nationwide symphony orchestra
campaign that creates relevance for the classical music field for a younger generation.
I liken the idea to that of the Got Milk Campaign from 1995. The ads, which featured
celebrities and sports icons with a “milk moustache” and a glass of milk in their hands,
encouraged people of all ages to rethink their daily milk intake. Adopted by the Milk
Processor Education Program, the campaign had staying power because it made
something so mundane (i.e. milk) funny and relevant. San Diego State University
marketing professor George Belch notes four reasons why the campaign stood the test
of time: it was simple, it used humor, it was actionable and it was integrated across
different platforms (Lapowsky).
With this success in mind, I suggest the Symphony of Life campaign, which
features nationwide television, print and online spots highlighting classical music
throughout the centuries, set to poignant and emotional world events. The American
Symphony Orchestra has a marketing problem, in that those of us who are not following
classical music do not see the value in attending a performance. It is essential that they
remind the world why this art form has withstood the test of time and will continue to
endure. As a consumer in a world with so many competing vehicles of entertainment,
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the American symphony needs to educate buyers on the value they bring to the world.
Without classical music, society as a whole loses so much history and musical context.
But they may not know that.
Another key cost that I question is the practice of paying top dollar for star
performers to play with the orchestra for half of a concert or shorter. While they may be
well-known in the classical world, to the average classical music appreciator I question
the ability for these appearances to bolster sales or add value to the brand name of an
orchestra. In an interesting piece by Ted Gavin, he highlights four tactics to save the
American Symphony Orchestra including creating a program based on audience and
cost. “If you can’t use the musician for the majority of the concert, then he or she
shouldn’t be there – you’re wasting the orchestra’s money and depriving the musician of
the opportunity to do something else with that time” (Gavin). Again, it is about the value
added proposition of the piece at the end of the day. If big name acts are not adding
value, or if the value they do add is not effectively perceived by the audience, than it
either needs to be eliminated or more efforts should be concentrated on marketing the
value to consumers.
In the “create” field I note the need for a comprehensive theme and a multisensory experience in order to create value perception for attendees. Several survey
respondents noted that the addition of a theme or historical context of the performance
would add value for them. As we saw with Cirque de Soleil, one of the vehicles that set
them apart from the circus was the integration of a theme and a plot that viewers could
buy into. I believe the same could work for symphony orchestras. A multi-sensory
experience that corresponds with the feeling and emotion of the composition being
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performed could give the attendees something to follow in addition to the performance
of the musicians. I imagine a performance that has a beginning, middle and end that
can be easily detected through the sound itself, the emotion of the musicians on stage
and a surrounding visual experience branded as Orchestra 360.
Orchestra 360 is my concept for a modernized approach to the symphonic
experience. By playing at varying venues in their home state and creating a
multisensory performance that includes historical context and background for the pieces
being performed, as well as a more convivial conductor and ensemble, they are
appealing to audiences of all ages in all locations. It includes 360 degree wraparound
screens that boldly enhance the viewer experience by supplementing the poignant
sound of the Orchestra with scenes, colors, film clips and close-ups of artists to create a
comprehensive story for the music. It entices the younger demographic because it
creates value to the price of a concert ticket. There is more than music; there is a
beautiful story and a convincing ensemble. It retains the existing customer base
because they can now evoke more from their viewing experience, and we still maintain
the high standard of excellence that one has come to expect from their orchestral
experience without “dumbing it down.”
Exploring the Six Paths Framework
“The first principle of blue ocean strategy is to reconstruct market boundaries to
break from the competition and create blue oceans” (Kim & Mauborgne, Blue Ocean
Strategy: Creating an Uncontested Marketplace 47). This seems like such common
sense, but the average company often does not consider an innovation strategy,
especially institutions such as the Philadelphia Orchestra who have good cause to
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consider their product superior to most others. It is superior, but the problem resides in
the fact that the average person isn’t all that engaged. If looking through the lens of the
Six Paths Framework, how could attending the orchestra become a different
experience?
The Six Paths Framework provides the organization with an opportunity to ask
six vital questions when examining their competition across industries and time, as
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Six Paths Framework

Other industries that the Philadelphia Orchestra could look to are those
mentioned in the strategy canvas above, in that they offer the same objective of how to
spend an evening out. When considering industries with a different form, yet the same
function as an vehicle for entertainment, one could consider vacations, walks on a
beach, attending a poetry reading, going out to a bar or restaurant or reading a book.
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Table 10. Looking Across Alternative Industries
Pastime

Why do Buyers Trade across this
alternative industry

Vacations

Relaxation

Walks on a beach

Exercise, relaxation

Attending a Poetry Reading

Stimulating

Going to a bar or restaurant

Instant gratification

Reading a book

Solo form of entertainment, no
stigma

Strategic groups refer to companies within an industry that pursue a similar
strategy and can generally be ranked in a rough hierarchical order built on two
dimensions of price and performance (Kim & Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy: How to
Create Uncontested Market Space 56). In order to use this exercise, one must first
define the industry they are looking across. When considering the orchestra, it could be
considered the music industry, the entertainment industry or just generally the classical
music industry. Strategic groups could then be defined as anything from classical music
CDs to a Broadway show. The main reasons why users trade up or down is due to their
genuine interest (or lack thereof) in the performance they are attending. If not
interested or engaged, a CD will do. Gauged by my survey respondents, not many
people are actually listening to the music to begin with. I reiterate the challenge wherein
the American symphony orchestra needs to create value where it has not previously
existed. There are a plethora of reasons to see a live performance rather than listen to
a CD—the experience is captivating and can be spell bounding at times. However, the
non-customer has not been introduced to the value, hence the strategy canvas results.
Table 11 addresses the reasons why people trade up or down in this industry.
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Table 11. Looking Across Strategic Groups Within Industries
Strategic Group

High ClassWhy people Trade Up

Listening to Music at home
Attending a live orchestral
performance
Watching a live performance on
line

Budget ClassWhy people Trade Down
Cheap, available whenever you
want

The experience is everything

Cheap, available whenever you
want

Tipping Point Mentality

When considering the chain of buyers, one must determine the differences
between the buyers, users and influencers in their industry. Here, the purchasers can
be considered the customers or spouses/girlfriends/boyfriends. The users are the
customers, and the influencers are where I find an underutilized representation for the
Philadelphia Orchestra. I have long held the viewpoint that attending an orchestral
performance is cool, yet the perception among people my age seems to be quite the
opposite. As evidenced by Malcolm Gladwell in the critically acclaimed The Tipping
Point, small circumstances or groups of people can effectively change the course of
their surroundings. He provides colorful definitions of different personality types, and
what their job becomes in this process of “tipping” an epidemic. Gladwell also takes into
account the Diffusion model, “a detailed, academic way of looking at how a contagious
idea or product or innovation moves through a population” (p. 196). I liken the issues
the orchestra is undergoing with the idea that it may have simply fallen out of vogue to
attend an orchestral performance. A small group of influencers could potentially bring
the “cool” factor back to the orchestra.
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“In a given process or system some people matter more than others” (Gladwell
19). He cites the Hush Puppy epidemic in the mid-90s as an example. A few fashionforward teenagers in New York’s East Village began wearing the then seemingly
outdated shoe and “tipped” a fashion epidemic that saved a dying company. In one
year sales jumped from $33,000 to $430,000! Similarly, in the entertainment industry, I
liken this phenomenon to Pink Floyd’s Laser Light Shows, which continue to draw heavy
audiences almost 35 years after their inception in 1973. “Take lasers. Shine them on
the walls and ceilings. Play the recorded music of a band that had only one Top 10
single in its career,” says Jason George in a 2005 New York Times article. “To think
that such a novelty could last a month, much less be in its fourth decade, is as
surprising as it is true.” What the shows also managed to do is to increase the “cool”
factor of museums and planetariums. College students all over the country began
flocking to their local planetariums for a Friday night laser show. And the fad continues,
according to George. The show began as a limited appearance in Los Angeles’ Griffith
Observatory, and soon went viral. Unknowingly, they attracted a new customer base
(the college student) and created a fad (lasting more than 30 years) which continues to
awe audiences. The private orchestras could certainly benefit from starting the next bid
fad.
According to Kim and Mauborgne, “untapped value is often hidden in
complementary products and services”( Blue Ocean Strategy: How to Create
Uncontested Market Space 65). Consider the differences between a country music
concert and a classical music concert. This lens is helpful when thinking through the
possible pain points of a non-classical music fan attending a symphony: one doesn’t
always know what to expect, they may not understand the material or know the
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background behind the music or what to look at on stage. For example, should you be
watching the conductor or the strings at any given time? Considering Orchestra 360, an
LED visual accompaniment that includes on screen “heat sensors” that highlight
different sections of the orchestra at key moments, and the addition of a celebrity or
musician on stage before the performance to provide a historical background, we now
have some emotional buy in from the viewer. This is an exciting avenue to consider
when exploring innovation.
Touching on the emotional element mentioned above, we can now discuss the
fifth path—look across functional or emotional appeal to buyers. One of my survey
respondents based in China, who claims “classical music is in my genes” provided a
fascinating direct follow up to his survey. He discussed the concept of democratization
of classical music. His ideas reside in the space of making classical music more
accessible, taking the mystique out of its history and foundations. “Classical music,” he
writes, “should be played often, and for free, so people can grasp what it is like to listen
to classical music.” I find this an especially acute point given that the Philadelphia
Orchestra continually plays to its repeat attenders. What would happen if it created an
experience that is more emotional and less functional? I’ve often times watched the
musicians on stage who seem to be just, well, working. It would be fantastic if we could
get them on a different path by shifting the landscape. The innovation here could be
found by creating a more emotional experience for the audience. If the music is upbeat
at a given moment, then the visual show could provide images of nature, lazy summer
days, children playing, etc. When a part of the symphony is sad or poignant, there
again scenes with dark hues and low light could pervade. Get the audience behind the
performance instead of performing at them, and the effect could be monumental.
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Social Media and the Orchestra
The sixth and final pathway revolves around looking across time to determine
trends that will have an impact on your industry. When considering trends that will
impact the orchestra, I think broadly about the digital revolution and the tendency for
people to be connected at all times. According to Michal Saylor, there will be over 4.5
billion smart phone devices in play by the end of 2015. Yet, at present, photos are not
permitted during an orchestral performance at the Kimmel Center. Does the orchestra
go the route of the Philadelphia Flower Show and add a selfie wall? Maybe not that far
of an extreme, but they can certainly benefit from an improved social media outreach as
is evidenced by plenty of literature. They did launch a mobile app that allows attendees
to follow orchestral performances on their phone to obtain tips and historical data along
with the music; however it is a limited offering to six performances in the year. Also, as
a frequent attendee of shows at the Kimmel Center, it is necessary that they enhance
the Wi-Fi capabilities if usage of the app is to be maximized.
The social media platform of the Philadelphia Orchestra could benefit from an
update, including ways to make it more relevant for a younger audience, who are
actually the base constituents using social media. They have accounts on Twitter,
YouTube, Facebook and Instagram. The Facebook account has 105,000 likes,
disappointing when compared to other Philadelphia landmarks such as the Eagles who
have close to 3 million likes and the Phillies with 1,600,000 likers. It is maybe not
completely fair to compare the orchestra to a sports team, so we can go smaller. The
Wells Fargo Center, a music and sports venue, boasts close to 119,000 likes, roughly
13% more followers than the Orchestra. Results are similar for other large-scale
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ensembles as well, such as the New York Philharmonic with over 356,000 likes, Boston
Orchestra with 148,651 and Detroit with 88,720. Compared to the population size in
these cities, there is an unfortunate scarcity of likes. The results are even worse on
Instagram for the Philadelphia Orchestra with 1,107 followers, compared again to Wells
Fargo with 5,323 followers or the Phillies with 161,000 followers.
In a Harvard Business Review article, Mikołaj Jan Piskorski reports that
companies who invest in social strategies while using social media see a larger payoff.
“Social strategies” are defined as strategies that “help people improve existing
relationships or build new ones if they do free work on the company’s behalf” (see
Figure 3). And correspondingly, the connections they strengthen also work together to
help the company. Philadelphia and other large ensembles are missing a real
opportunity by not helping fans market their own product on social media. Most, if not
all, professional orchestral performances do not allow photos. If attendees do take
photos, it is only because they were able to sneak it. Accordingly, how exciting could
the photos possibly be, considering there are a lot of seated musicians in suits playing
an instrument? Lastly, the look and feel themselves of the pages and accounts need
an updated approach to market to a younger demographic. For example, Philadelphia’s
Instagram account features mostly staged photos of the orchestra playing. A more
updated strategy that features close ups, emotional images of the musicians, reposts of
fan photos and fun images showing the orchestra in a less formal light would help the
cause. They need to get the younger demographic behind them in order to generate a
larger audience base. When looking across time to determine what trends will impact
the industry, there is no doubt that a social media strategy could have an exceptional
impact if utilized correctly.
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Hootsuite is a social media management system. It supports social network
integrations for Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, Foursquare, MySpace,
WordPress, TrendSpottr and Mixi. Figure 4 highlights the five steps recommended by
Hootsuite in “Guide to Creating a Social Media Strategy.”

Figure 4: A Guide to Creating a Social Media Strategy

1. Claify your social media
needs

2. Audit your current social
media status

3. Use analytics to track
progress

4. Adjust your strategy as
needed

I like this strategy because it is simple enough for almost anyone to follow, yet it
gets to the heart of the issue. In order to do anything productive in the social media
space, you need to first define your social media needs in a thoughtful, comprehensive
way. Upon auditing the Philadelphia Orchestra’s Twitter, Facebook and Instagram
account, I fear there is no real strategy at play and they have become victim to the trap
that many corporations fall into—they believe they should be on social media, so they
are, however there is little thought given to content management, nor goals in play to
grow their presence. For the most part, images are posed and formal, failing to bring
the follower in. There is very little, if any, emotional appeal and the platforms do not
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seem to integrate with one another to create a cohesive strategy. Figure 5 illustrates
the Philadelphia Orchestra’s social presence.

Figure 4. Philadelphia Orchestra Social Media Presence

Twitter

Facebook

Instagram
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The staggering statistic of 4.5 billion smartphones by the end of this year should
be a wakeup call to any organization, especially one that suffers from an aging donor
base. In order to appeal to the younger generation, it is essential to construct a vehicle
that encourages social media usage before, during and after performances. I would
recommend an updated social media presence that includes selfie contests, prizes and
incentives for social media users, percentage-off tickets for “likes” or new followers and
a general updated look and feel that showcases the orchestra without the suit and ties.
Questions the Orchestra could ask themselves are: what happens behind the scenes,
why should users go to these platforms and what do you want users to learn about you
that they do not already know? Is there a privileged access you can provide to your
followers that they would not already have? For example, the Phillies include very
close-up, emotion-packed images of popular team members. They also appeal to the
nostalgia of baseball and the feeling one gets upon entering the ballpark.
The Philadelphia Orchestra and other professional ensembles could drive value
from a stronger, more cohesive social media presence by creating a strategy that
appeals to a younger generation following the Hootsuite guidelines. If the youth is
ambivalent about classical music, then the role of the classical music world is to tell
them why they should care. Orchestral ensembles need to prove that they are relevant
in today’s digital age. This is certainly a trend that will continue to define the
entertainment industry, and those who do not indulge it will suffer from the
consequences.
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The Lost Sonata - Fun with Gaming

Another idea to consider when examining trends across time is the popularity of
home video gaming. In an interesting article by Elana Malykhina, she speaks of the
educational advantages that children can gain through gaming. ”Video games are
playing an increasing role in school curricula as teachers seek to deliver core lessons
such as math and reading—not to mention new skills such as computer programming—
in a format that holds their students’ interests” (Malykhina). As we’ve discussed, part of
the marketing problem encountered by orchestras is the idea that the youth and
subsequent generations may not be taught an appreciation for classical music. One
innovative way to combat this is to launch an orchestra-centric video game that
educates and spreads awareness about the wonders of classical music. I propose a
game in which the players can select which conductor they want to be, and each
conductor has a special power that helps guide them through the maze and attract other
supporters. For example, Beethoven’s skill is the piano while Bach’s is the string
instruments. The game, titled The Lost Sonata, sends the player through a maze where
ultimately they must find the famed lost musical score. Full of rich, interesting graphics
and a lively sound, the game becomes a national phenomenon.
The additional upside to a concept such as this is that it helps add to the “power
of the few” factor discussed in The Tipping Point. If you can get middle school children
talking about classical music, the sky is the limit! Imagine a world where The Lost
Sonata has reached the popularity of games such as Minecraft, wherein the creator,
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Markus “Notch” Persson, was voted Time Magazine’s second most influential person in
the world in 2012 (Thier). Children then become a vehicle of dissemination for the
orchestra. If the game itself is cool, they would then have a different appreciation for
the art form. It changes the conversation around classical music, increasing its
relevance in a modern society and cultivating the youth in the process.

Frameworks for the Future

Orchestras, for the most part, have a wonderful product to offer, but the problem
lies in the notion that the mass population is not aware of the value. By drilling down on
the tools and frameworks suggested by Kim and Mauborgne, I have highlighted an
innovation strategy for American Symphony Orchestras. The strategy canvas highlights
the value perception of the orchestra when stacked against other live entertainment
options and the need for change. By inception of Orchestra 360, The Symphony of Life
Campaign and The Lost Sonata, along with marketing innovations and utilizing the
Tipping Point mentality, I have sketched a landscape wherein orchestras can begin to
attract and retain non-customers who are now aware of the value and will buy into the
performance in ways never before experienced. “When a company offers a leap in
value, it rapidly earns brand buzz and a loyal following in the marketplace” (Kim and
Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy: How to Build Uncontested Market Space 205). The
strategies highlighted above stratify a value innovation strategy for orchestral
ensembles in the United States that will serve to change perceptions in the
marketplace.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

An Innovative Orchestra
The year is 2020 and we have just entered a packed performance of the
Philadelphia Orchestra at the Wachovia Center in Philadelphia, a venue that seats
19,500. Tonight’s concert is a free show for all, as part of the Orchestra’s new
Orchestra 360 launch. The extensive audience of all ages is drawn with help from the
extensive nationwide marketing campaign entitled Symphony of Life. After much
anticipation and a sold out venue, there is electricity in the air. Before the music begins,
the musical director Yannick Nézet-Séguin comes to the stage to greet the audience
and provide background on the mix of contemporary and classical music that is about to
be performed. As the slightly reduced orchestra of 60 members takes the stage to
begin its performance, the 360-degree screens surrounding the venue are visible for the
first time. While the orchestra performs, the screens explode with colorful hues and
scenes that alternate back and forth between close ups of musicians, musical sections
and beautiful scenes corresponding with the music, even including film montages at
times. As people listen to the music they are mentally transported to a different place
and time. They also have use of their mobile app, which picks up the score being
performed and provides background on the composer and the place of origin. The first
act has ended and the audience erupts in applause.
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Updated Canvas
In the words of marketing guru Philip Kotler, “Marketing is not the art of finding
clever ways to dispose of what you make. It is the art of creating genuine customer
value” (Gonzales). This is also a constant theme in the blue ocean strategy as
discussed by Kim and Mauborgne, in that an innovative approach can lead to a product
that brings more value to both buyer and company, consequently opening up a new
market space (Blue Ocean Strategy: Creating an Uncontested Market Place 12). By
focusing on the strategy canvas I created for the Philadelphia Orchestra, the value
could be perceived very low when looking at factors such as flexibility of attending,
multisensory offerings, audience’s ability to get behind a theme or their general
understanding of the art form itself. What is most appreciated about the strategy
canvas is that it allows one to focus on the big picture and the strategic purpose behind
the creation rather than getting lost in the myriad of details. Using these variables, I
created the backdrop for Orchestra 360. Creating an interactive orchestral experience
answers the creative problem of how you keep people who have not grown up with a
background of classical music engaged in a performance. It also changes the strategy
canvas for the orchestra.
Table 12 showcases the original canvas, as well as the updated strategy canvas
for the Philadelphia Orchestra after blue ocean innovation is employed. The Orchestra
has now increased its value, thus moving above competing entertainment options.
Given that the experience is a bit more laid back, there is more flexibility in arrival time.
The multi-sensory experience makes it more family friendly, adds the theme dimension
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that we have discussed and makes the platform more date friendly as it is not so
intimidating to the non-customer. Given the enhanced stage presence of the orchestra
musicians, attendees are more committed to the performance and can feel emotional
buy in. The conductor coming out to greet the audience provides historical context and
adds to the experience by helping non-customers feel closer to the music. Lastly, now
that people can use phones to snap photos and send out online buzz, the experience
becomes enhanced for both those in the room and those who are following online.

Table 12. Original and Updated Strategy Canvas for the Philadelphia Orchestra

Original Strategy Canvas
Symphony Orchestra

High Value

Low Value
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Updated Strategy Canvas

Symphony Orchestra

High Value

Low Value

Tools Redefined
By utilizing an enhanced social media strategy, updated marketing that
effectively conveys the worldwide history and prominence of the orchestras, as well as
additional outreach to youth by encouraging digital programs and the launch of a “cool”
video game, we have created value in space that may have been perceived low on the
value spectrum. The launch of a nationwide marketing campaign is an important
mechanism to create buzz around an industry that has preceded most other art forms in
the entertainment world, but according to my survey results, little is known about. The
Symphony Of Life Campaign is an important stimulus in helping users perceive value.
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Tell them why they should pay big dollars to attend, provide some context and the game
starts to change.
Blue ocean strategy’s six pathways are an invaluable tool to reconstruct the
market. It allows the practitioner to imagine a world without boundaries and inhibitors,
to shape a newly defined market place. This exercise is extremely helpful as it keeps
the strategy focused on a final objective and allows one to avoid getting caught up in the
problems. By looking across alternative industries, we could detail what other industries
offer that the orchestral performance is lacking. In studying strategic groups within the
industry, we are forced to play out what makes a customer trade up or down in their
industry and consider how to add value in order to make the product more attractive.
When considering the chain of buyers, we must figure out how to unlock new value in
our industry. The power of a few to shape the future of an industry can be instrumental,
and making the orchestra “cool” is an important outcome of that exercise. By looking
across functional or emotional appeal to buyers we are forced to place the orchestra in
a different light that sheds much-needed context to the historical and monumental
impact of this industry through the dawn of civilization. And lastly, when looking across
time, we can identify important trends that will most certainly impact classical music and
the music industry as a whole such as the digital age, the hard-hitting impact of social
media and the reach that gaming technology could have for a largely misunderstood
industry.
In creating the Four Actions Grid, I highlighted several ideas to assist the
orchestra in rethinking its current strategy, or to create a strategy where one might not
have existed. I raised questions about the current marketing plan and cost validation of
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the programs as they are currently structured, while also highlighting the need for a
theme and multisensory experience that would add value to cost of a ticket.

Again,

this is a highly productive exercise as it helps the practitioner to chart out a strategy that
makes sense for the organization, and follow it. There are many cases of organizations
getting stuck in the myriad of details that may follow an innovation strategy, but by
sticking to the grid, one can easily see where value is added, where it can be
eliminated, and begin to sketch out a new concept as a result. Cirque de Soleil is a
perfect example of an organization that dictated actions in accordance with the Four
Actions Grid. They pulled apart the concept of the circus by examining where value
was created, eliminating areas that did not create value and creating space for new
value that did not previously exist with the circus.
Final Words
I crafted this thesis for two reasons. First, because I love the orchestral
experience and want others in my age bracket, or younger, to understand all that it has
to offer, even if they have never been exposed to it. And second, because I believe the
American symphony orchestra, as an institution, needs bold innovation in order to
appeal to a younger generation. I utilized the blue ocean strategy because it allows an
organization to be completely inventive when rethinking their offering to the market,
value and customer base. I have always loved the concept of businesses and
organizations using innovation to redefine themselves in a creative, meaningful way. I
find myself finding more and more examples in the business world and thinking to
myself, “hey, that’s blue ocean ideas.” Just recently, I was watching the Today Show on
NBC and noticed the placement of Viagra ads, where I have never seen them placed
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before. It dawned on me that they probably considered the chain of buyers, realizing
that marketing to women would be just as much, if not more, effective than marketing to
men. The women could be important influencers in the purchasing decision of the
males. Though a small example of blue ocean thinking, it calls to mind the notion that
this type of strategy could be used in many different forms and functions. When
rethinking a job description, when hiring a new employee and even something as
diverse as identifying the next big neighborhood to invest in. Blue ocean thinking can
be evolutional to one’s thinking in many situations.
The symphony orchestra is a quintessential cornerstone of art and culture in our
society, and must remain relevant for future generations to appreciate and enjoy. I do
not profess to be an orchestral expert, nor do I wish to condemn the current
performances of ensembles such as the Philadelphia Orchestra. However, I do feel
strongly that most professional orchestras continue to market and play to an older,
affluent audience and are neglecting several potential customers and streams of
income. We are in the 21st century and the digital age is upon us—the opportunity is
ripe for the orchestra to create a new experience for attendees and also inform noncustomers what they are missing. It is unfortunate that more emphasis is not placed on
classical music through school and societal norms, yet it is a creative problem for
America’s orchestras to solve. I remain confident and optimistic that the future will be
bright, and that the experience will continue to be music to my ears.
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APPENDIX A
Eately Manifesto

Manifesto

1. WE'RE IN LOVE WITH FOOD.
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We love high quality food and drink. We love the stories about it, the people who produce it, the
places it comes from.

2. FOOD UNITES US ALL.

Good food brings all of us together, and helps us find a common point of view.
We believe that one of the greatest sources of joy is what happens around a dinner table.

3. OUR PASSION HAS BECOME OUR JOB.

We've dedicated our daily lives to promoting a real understanding of high-quality food and drink.
How lucky are we that we get to do what we love?
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4. THE SECRET TO QUALITY OF LIFE? QUALITY PRODUCTS.
By creating and offering the best products, we improve our own lives, and bring added value to
yours. Enter a world dedicated to quality: that means quality food, quality drink and ultimately
quality time.

5. OUR TARGET AUDIENCE IS EVERYONE.
Whether you're here to buy a loaf of bread, prepare for a lavish dinner or sit down to enjoy a
meal, we want this to be your place. We want you to be comfortable, happy, and enriched by
every visit.
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6. EAT. SHOP. LEARN.
This is a store with stories. Here, you won't just discover what you love, you'll also learn about
what you love.

7. WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER.
What you choose every day determines what we'll stock on our shelves over time. When you
demand quality products, you support the local farmers, fishermen, butchers, bakers, and
cheesemakers who produce them. You create a better environment—for eating and beyond.
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8. OUR THREE PROMISES TO YOU
1. Choice: We offer a diverse selection of quality food and drink
2. Accessibility: We are dedicated to offering the best products at the lowest possible price
points.
3. Knowledge: We feel that it's not just important that we know everything about what we sell
and serve, but that you also learn about the products we are so passionate about. We share with
you the stories of the people and places behind all that we offer. The more you know the more
you enjoy.

9. YOUR TRUST IS EARNED EVERY DAY
In all ways, we promise to be scrupulously honest. We'll never encourage you to buy more than
you need or more expensive than you can afford.
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10. THE END GOAL.
Our goal is to have you as our customer for a lifetime. The easiest means to that end is offering
the best food and drink as well as the best environment in which to discover and expand your
tastes.
On that note, we look forward to seeing you again very soon!
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APPENDIX B
Orchestra Capstone Survey
A
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APPENDIX C
Orchestra Capstone Results

My Report
Last Modified: 03/27/2015

1. How often do you listen to classical music?

#
1
2
3
4
5

Answer
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
All of the Time
Total

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Response
26
52
39
14
4
135

%
19%
39%
29%
10%
3%
100%

Value
1
5
2.39
1.02
1.01
135
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2. When and where do you listen to classical music ? (please describe
below)
Text Response

Statistic
Total Responses

Value
0

3. On a scale of 1‐5, please rate the extent to which you feel these
emotions when listening to classical music:
#

Answer

1
2
3
4
5
6

Overjoyed
Happy
Romantic
Meloncholy
Depressed
Sad

Min Value

Max Value

1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Average
Value
2.27
3.16
2.60
2.58
1.57
1.63

Standard
Deviation
1.28
1.27
1.12
1.26
1.03
1.05

Responses
99
103
96
98
95
96

4. Have you ever played an instrument (at any point in your life)?
#
1
2

Answer
Yes
No
Total

Response
68
39
107

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

%
64%
36%
100%

Value
1
2
1.36
0.23
0.48
107

5. Have you ever performed in a musical ensemble or as a solo
musician?
#
1
2

Answer
Yes
No
Total

Response
42
66
108

%
39%
61%
100%
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Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Value
1
2
1.61
0.24
0.49
108

6. Have you ever attended a live orchestral performance?
#
1
2

Answer
Yes ‐ If Yes
please
describe when
and where:
No
Total

Response

%

82

76%

26
108

24%
100%
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Yes ‐ If Yes please describe when and where:
National Symphony Orchestra, The Kennedy Center, Washington, DC in 1985
Philly Orchestra ‐ Istsak Rabin 2008
Philadelphia
Kimmel Center last year
kimmel center
Moscow, 2002; Philadelphia, 2005
Pittsburgh ~10 years ago
Philadelphia Children's Orchestra, the Academy Ball, Amsterdam
Philadelphia Orchestra
Each year at a middle school performance
20+ years ago...think the Philly museum. I do see many orchestras as part of a show, which is very
enjoyable.
Kimmel Center, among others
Different times, The Acadamy of Music, Kimmel Center
Philadelphia Orchestra
Philadelphia Orchestra performing Tchaikovsky
Kimmel Center, etc.
often in high school (Central Pennsylvania)
Philadelphia Orchestra‐ singing christmas tree, Philadelphia
Many ‐ Philly and elsewhere
Philadelphia Orchestra, Curtis Institute, Bol'shoi Theatre in Moscow, Opera Theatre in Odessa, etc
Kimmel Center
Many places: Philadelphia, New York, Chicago orchestras, symphonies, operas
Several times at the Mann Center
I have attended many performances at the Kimmel, and I always looked FABULOUS
Many in different parts of the country and world.
the academy
Philadelphia Orchestra
The Kimmel Center 2014
The Philly Pops, 2008
Orchestra at Kimmel
NYC PHILHARMONIC
Phila Orchestea, Mann music center, lots of operas, all with my parents when I was a child.
Several locations around the world‐ but most memorable was in the last year at Carnegie Hall
Kennedy Center DC
Delaware County Symphony
Philadelphia
New York city
Philadelphia orchestra
Many times Cleveland and Baltimore orchestras
in high school, we used to take field trips to the orchestra as part of our music class
Kimmel center 2012
several time over the years ‐ Dallas, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
Penn campus, Connecticut,
Lincoln Center NY
seen the philharmonic concert in the 1990's
Philly Pops and Phila Orchestra on several occassions.
Kimmel Center, Sydney Opera House, etc.
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Local symphony in Phoenix,AZ
Curtis institute 2012
Philadelphia Orchestra circ 1966
many times, since childhood
Frequently to see the Baltimore Symphony orchestra
do not recall, but n school for various occasions
Ballet in Pittsburgh a decade ago
Not lately but have been to the Academy of Music several times for the orchestra
Philadelphia Orchestra
Philadelphia Orchestra, last year
Broadway
Philadelphia Orchestra
2003‐Philadelphia Orchestra
Philadelphia Orchestra and Penn Symphony Orchestra; several times
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra in Rochester NY
School as a child
NYC 1x per yr
Most recently a performance by The Philly Pops at the Kimmel Center.
Philly pops@ the kimmel center, Pittsburg pops@ the Mann
New York 2001
no idea
paris, france
Beijing summer of 2014
Barbara B Mann in fort Myers ‐ my grandma performed there playing the violin
Twice a month at national centre of performance art, China
Pekin university, December 2013
Beijing
many
Philadelphia theatre. 2013
Daughters high school jazz and full band
philadelphia orchestra, opera and ballet
Several times: Savannah Symphony on several occasions, Philadelphia Symphony a couple times, Bucks
County Symphony Fireworks, small concerts in Europe

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Value
1
2
1.24
0.18
0.43
108
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7. What type of factors determine what you do for
entertainment? Please select all that apply.
#
1
2
3

4

5
6

Answer
Money
How Social I am
feeling
Proximity to my
home
Active or
passive way to
spend time (i.e.
Watching a
show verses
socializing at a
restaurant)
If I have a
babysitter
Other

Response
86

%
80%

76

70%

69

64%

45

42%

23

21%

8

7%

Other
How entertaining I perceive it will be.
friends to share with
Other people taking part in the entertainment
I'm married. I do what I am told
IF Jen Buchness is going to be there or not
What I am interested in doing.
Work
prominence of musician

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Total Responses

Value
1
6
108

76

8. On a scale of 1‐5, which of these factors are important to you when
attending an orchestral performance?
#
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

Answer
Popularity of
the
Conductor
Ability to eat
and drink
during the
performance
Location of
your seat
Overall
theme of
the
performance
Sound
quality of
the
performance
Ability to let
loose and
have some
fun
The
symphony
being
performed
Other

Other
Does not apply ‐ never attended
Price
location to home
Cost
someone made me go
Price
if i am in the performance or not

Average
Value

Standard
Deviation

Responses

5.00

1.79

1.23

91

0.00

5.00

1.67

1.20

93

0.00

5.00

2.75

1.30

96

0.00

5.00

3.67

1.26

98

1.00

5.00

3.81

1.16

96

1.00

5.00

2.38

1.29

96

1.00

5.00

3.29

1.35

94

0.00

5.00

3.70

1.83

10

Min Value

Max Value

0.00
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9. If you were offered free tickets to a live orchestral performance,
how likely is it that you would attend?
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Answer
Very Unlikely
Unlikely
Somewhat
Unlikely
Undecided
Somewhat
Likely
Likely
Very Likely
Total

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Response
8
8

%
7%
7%

6

6%

4

4%

18

17%

28
36
108

26%
33%
100%

Value
1
7
5.26
3.67
1.92
108

78

10. Please explain the reason(s) for your answer to the above
question?
Text Response
I would love to attend, but I don't think to buy tickets for myself.
I am not familiar with the orchestra.
Its free and I enjoy live music over recordings when it come to classical music.
I like the music
I have never been, so a free opportunity to try it out might be a nice introduction
Attendance would mainly depend on the type of performance being provided.
diversity and cultural enhancement
I would love the opportunity to attend such a performance for free, but I feel like seeing such
performances can be expensive. Plus, I would like the opportunity to be exposed to a music scene that I
don't normally gravitate to.
Since I rarely would choose to pay to go to the orchestra, being given free tickets I would be highly
inclined to go
A new experience that might be relaxing
Not that much interest in orchestra, little time.
I love attending orchestra and opera performances but only do so if I can find half‐price (or free) tickets.
I don't like that kind of music
Not into classical music
I like classical and would like to see a show. Free removes an obstacle. Convenience is very important
too.
I enjoy most types of music and live performances.
Wife and free
I always try to use free tickets
Refer #7 ‐ too many factors to consider before making a decision. Unlikely stars would align
It's different if the offer is coming to me, rather than me having to pursue the activity
I don't really care about classical music. If there was more than just music happening, or if it were
happening at an interesting place, I'd be more likely to go.
I think it's beautiful art form that makes me feel happy and peaceful. Being a former musician, I
appreciate the work that goes into what they are doing.
I very much enjoy listening to live classical music
value add proposition
I enjoy orchestral music however I don't consider it at the top of my list of entertainment activities
The likelihood that I will enjoy the experience is very high and the free tickets make it a no‐brainer.
It depends on babysitting options and location of the performance.
I like the orchestra, and i love free things
Going to the orchestra for free would be great!
Live orchestral performances are one of the most amazing aesthetic pleasures a human can experience.
Its expensive otherwise
I truly enjoy going to a live Orchestral Performance I just never go out of my way to plan it.
Since I have only attended on orchestra performance, I would definitely welcome the opportunity if ever
I were to receive free tickets.
I love to experience cultural activities and try to attend whenever time permits!
Not my kind of thing to go to.
Unless I already had plans
I would do it if I was also offered free babysitting! I don't get a sitter very often and so would be unlikely
to do it in this scenario.
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It's not something I would place a high priority to use my expendable income on‐ getting them for free
would be such a great gift!
It's not something in interested in.
I have never been that into classical music so I'm not sure.
I would never pass up an opportunity to enjoy live classical music.
Depends on my availability. Would go if everything lined up
Depends on the show
I really enjoy this type of entertainment but it's often not the first thing I think of. If someone handed
me tickets I would be more apt to attend.
It would be an experience that I think I would enjoy.
It would depend on availability and what the focus of the performance was.
Going to a live orchestral performance just isn't something that I would typically seek out to do,
however, if I were offered free tickets I would use that opportunity to give the orchestra a try.
Always interested in a free event that sparks my interest.
I enjoy the orchestra when I go so getting free tickets would be an incentive.
It sounds like a great idea, but I would be less likely to go if unfamiliar with the pieces performed.
I love attending preformances but am restrained by time & money. I would not go if it were a high
school performance or a bad orchestra.
love all kinds of music &people who perform
Decision to attend would depend upon when and where performance was held as well as content of the
performance
I love live music, and you can't beat free! :)
I love hearing music live.
Always up to doing activities
It's not something I've experienced before, and I don't have a lot of money but I'm open to new
experiences.
Prefer to listen to live music other than orchestral.
I have never been and free tickets would encourage me to go.
Live classical music makes me happy.
Would require setting up sitter for my daughter
I have never been to such a performance, I would at least like to experience the event.
Depends on my schedule and the reputation of the orchestra, but if I have time and it is renowned, I
would go
Not interestes
I like trying new things
I love live music! It makes me very emotional. Music touches the soul, well for me anyway . . .
depended on how i was feeling the night we had the tickets
Why wouldn't you go??
I enjoy it
I enjoy classical music and love seeing the orchestra in person; also it being free is a great feature
It's free
I would love to attend more shows, but I have other financial priorities. Free tickets are great!
It just isn't something I normally do.
Not that interested in that type of music, if I have a free night I may want to spend it doing something
else
I can't afford to go to the orchestra.
Free
free is always great
It would depend if I could get a babysitter and someone to go with me...
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budget.
I attend a lot of concerts but not always a lot of orchestral performances. If given free tickets I would
definitely go if I was available that day.
It would have to depend on what is being played, who I'm attending with, the day of the performance
I enjoy orchestral concerts but don't always want to pay significanf amounts to attend.
better things to do
good way to spend some time and never know what i might find/discover
I love classical music!
May as well try, it's free!
It would be a nice change of pace compared to other concerts
Music is in my genes...
I enjoy these performances.
My boyfriend enjoys so it'll be a nice date night
Depends on what is being performed and my guess aboit the quality of the performance
I enjoy live music, generally of any genre. I'm not able to spend much $ on entertainment, so free is
very do‐able
not a big fan of orchestral music and have never been offered free tickets.
love live music / chance to see new performer or piece of music
not all that interested
Depends when and where
Depressing

Statistic
Total Responses

Value
97

81

11. Which of the following factors would make you more likely to
attend a future performance than you are today? (Please select all
that apply)
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10

Answer
I could eat and
drink during the
performance
30 minute
performances
2.5 hour
performances
More audience
interaction
Well known
classical
conductor
Price decreases
Familiarity with
the symphony
being
performed
Famous non‐
classical
musicians
played on stage
with the
orchestra
None of the
above‐ I like it
the way it is
Other

Other
visual stimulation
No comment.
I love when the Philadelphia Orchestra does movie theme music too
If I didnt feel like I had to be a rich and fancy dresser to go to the orchestra.
90 min is preferred
beer
better local performers in the place i live

Response

%

20

19%

23

22%

5

5%

11

10%

20

19%

60

57%

66

62%

42

40%

9

8%

7

7%
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Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Total Responses

Value
1
10
106

12. The symphony orchestra, a large orchestra that plays classical
music, is an important musical institution and should be preserved for
future generations.
#
1
2
3
4
5

Answer
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Total

Response

%

3

3%

0

0%

4

4%

50
50
107

47%
47%
100%

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Value
1
5
4.35
0.64
0.80
107

13. If the Philadelphia Orchestra went bankrupt and cancelled all
future performances, I would feel:
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Answer
Very Unhappy
Unhappy
Somewhat
Unhappy
Neither Happy
nor Unhappy
Somewhat
Happy
Happy
Very Happy
Total

Response
31
31

%
29%
29%

23

21%

22

21%

0

0%

0
0
107

0%
0%
100%
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Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Value
1
4
2.34
1.23
1.11
107

84

14. I would like to see the following happen next time I attend a live
orchestral performance:
Text Response
Guest performer who is contemporary but who could play something classical, such as John Legend
Classic style orchestra
N/A
An unknown do a solo
Mann music center performances
I like the idea of collaboration from other genres of music ‐‐ rock musicians, jazz musicians, etc. ‐‐ joining
the orchestral performance.
Discussion of the historical context of the composition
N/a
Before opera performances there is an introduction and explanation of the composer, the librettist, the
background history of the era, and so on. I would appreciation the same for orchestra performances.
Probably won't attend but more modern well known songs might help
a better sensory experience beyond sound. make it more "alive"
Cultural and age diversity in the audience
interaction with the audience
Play a song that's currently on the radio just to change it up.
packed house
modernizing and personalizing the orchestra experience, narration of the piece, why it was written, the
quick and interesting bio of the composer etc.
No strong feelings on the matter
I would like to get lost in the moment.
i honestly can't think of how i would change it. I think my only complaint from my last night at the
Kimmel was that they only have like 1 bartender at intermission and there is a line a mile long to get a
glass of wine, that you then don't have time to drink. I like wine with my music.
Price decrease
A More Moderan approach to a live Orchestral Performance.
Can't really say that I have any suggestions.
No one leaving early!
Bring wine to my seat! A modern tie into the musical programming / a visual light show to match the
music!
The Planets ‐ Gustav Holst
No response
More explanation about the music being performed
Since I've never attended a performance, I have no comment.
something a little less formal ‐ a bit more of a relaxed environment
Have a wine and cheese pairing during intermission.
social hour before or after the show
I love vocals, fun upbeat music.
more solo performance
I don't have an answer, but I love when orchestras play outside and you can lounge around on grass.
Maybe interesting combinations, like bluegrass and orchestral music?
A duo piano performance.
Never attended
Video to accompany the music.
interaction with audience
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N/A
Do not know, I have never attended a performance.
?
Don't have an answer . . .
Nothing new
wine being served
I don't know that I have suggestions/changes. Orchestra performances are great the way they are.
That there is another form of art incorporated into it.
People wearing jeans and sneakers.
Lower prices
Dan Buchness on bongos
Fireworks at the Mann
Some sort of visual. I'm sure this happens and I just haven't attended something like that.
modern musician play with the orchestra
Something new or innovative
Yuja Wang
Performance of a piece I am familiar with or performance with an modern artist I am familiar with
More young composers' works
Interaction
More introduction about how to appreciate the performance and the music
better explanation of the music being performed. the history and story
I'd like to hear an orchestral performance of "Smells like Teen Spirit", and/or any other Nirvana stuff,
with Dave Grohl playing drums!
great musicians performing great pieces
Unsure

Statistic
Total Responses

Value
62

15. If you have children or plan to have them in the future, do you
think it is important for them to have an understanding and
appreciation for classical music?
#
1
2

Answer
Yes
No
Total

Response
81
7
88

%
92%
8%
100%

86
Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Value
1
2
1.08
0.07
0.27
88

16. Does the Symphony Orchestra experience need to be
changed/innovated in order to preserve the future of this institution?
#
1
2
3
4

Answer
Definitely yes
Probably yes
Probably not
Definitely not
Total

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Response
11
65
29
1
106

%
10%
61%
27%
1%
100%

Value
1
4
2.19
0.38
0.62
106
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17. Please provide any additional comments about symphony
orchestras or classical music:
Text Response
my parents listened to classical and semi‐classical music when I was growing up. The music always
moved me. Sometimes happy, sometimes to tears
they can be fairly boring even though i do like the music. i think most people find the experience
intimidating too.
I think classical music at least in the original form should be preserved. My child doesn't necessarily like
it, but he knows about it and has heard it.
I don't hear about it much. This quiz was the most marketing I've seen or recognized in a long time. I
think it could be marketed better to maybe attract a younger audience.
I enjoy classical music and orchestral performances however, in general, I'm not inclined to seek live
performances
if classical music fades away, humanity will not be the same. there is something about classical music
that is so relaxing, so pleasing to heart and soul. its vital to our existence, without it, i think it would
damage multiple aspects.
They are traditional by nature so it's nice to be able to experience that
I don't know of many younger people who attend performances, so perhaps they could somehow find
creative ways to attract a younger audience in order to sustain and preserve the institution.
Finding a way to put a modern spin on it is a great idea!
no additional comments
I think both are important to society.
In my younger years, I had always viewed orchestras as "boring" but I believe that was just ignorance on
my part. I will definetly make an effort to attend an performance in the near future as I feel that now I
would have a better appreciation for the art.
perfect
I think interesting collaborations are the way to go. And perhaps releasing singles timed with days of
commemoration or "viral" trends ‐‐ use social media.
I hope more of the younger generation keep classical music alive
none
Symphony orchestras and classical music are definitely under‐appreciated in our society. It pains me to
say so, but I think the experience probably does need to change to attract more interest. I don't know
what should change, because I like it the way it is, and I fear that too much change will cheapen the
experience.
N/A
na
I always played/play music in my home. When my children were little, I played all types (except Country,
not a fan). I use music in my practice as an RN.
No additional comments. As I mentioned, orchestra performances are great!
I like classical music when there is another form of art incorporated into it, such as ballet or Opera. I like
there to be a story being told with it.
There is a perception that it is only for rich people
I've noticed several recent performances have been of popular movie or tv soundtracks such as
Gladiator. I think that's a great way to draw a crowd that may not have initially wanted to attend an
orchestra performance.
Use social media and spotify more often
As democratization is under way in many areas, it should happen on a greater scale in the industry of
classical music too.
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I think classical music should be included in grade‐school curriculums, as it is supposed to increase
spacial understanding, and provides a base for understanding all music.
integrate younger audiences / technology into the concert experience

Statistic
Total Responses

Value
28

18. Please identify your age bracket:
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Answer
10‐20
20‐30
30‐40
40‐50
50‐60
60+
Total

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Response
0
23
41
28
8
8
108

%
0%
21%
38%
26%
7%
7%
100%

Value
2
6
3.42
1.27
1.13
108

89

19. Please select your annual household income level. Please note‐
Your responses are confidential.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Answer
Less than
$20,000
$20,000 ‐
$34,999
$35,000 ‐
$49,999
$50,000 ‐
$79,999
$75,000 ‐
$99,999
$100,000 ‐
$149,999
$150,000 ‐
$199,999
$200,000 or
more
Total

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Response

%

5

5%

6

6%

14

13%

12

11%

16

15%

26

25%

13

12%

13

12%

105

100%

Value
1
8
5.12
3.80
1.95
105

90

20. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
#
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

Answer
Less than high
school degree
High school
degree or
equivalent
(e.g., GED)
Some college
but no degree
Associate
degree
Bachelor
degree
Graduate
degree
PhD
Total

Response

%

0

0%

8

7%

10

9%

7

6%

50

46%

33

31%

0
108

0%
100%

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Value
2
6
4.83
1.39
1.18
108

21. Please describe your marital status.
#
1
2
3
4
5

Answer
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Married
Never married
Total

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Response
1
10
0
61
36
108

%
1%
9%
0%
56%
33%
100%

Value
1
5
4.12
0.78
0.88
108
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22. Please select the option below which best describes where you
live.
#
1
2
3

Answer
Urban Area
Suburban Area
Rural Area
Total

Response
53
53
2
108

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

%
49%
49%
2%
100%

Value
1
3
1.53
0.29
0.54
108

23. Please describe what region of the world you live in:
#
1
2
3
4

Answer
United States
Europe,
Middle East,
Africa
Central/ Latin
America
Asia
Total

Statistic
Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

Response
101

%
94%

1

1%

0

0%

6
108

6%
100%

Value
1
4
1.18
0.48
0.69
108
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APPENDIX D
Philadelphia Orchestra Mailers
April 2015 Mailer, 10.5” x 6”, Full Color FRONT
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April 2015 Mailer, 10.5” x 6”, Full Color BACK
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April 2015 Mailer, 15” x 10.5”,Tri-Fold, Full Color FRONT

95
April 2015 Mailer, 15” x 10.5”,Tri-Fold, Full Color BACK

